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Abstract
We study the concept of strong equality of domination parameters. Let P1 and P2 be properties
of vertex subsets of a graph, and assume that every subset of V (G) with property P2 also has
property P1. Let  1(G) and  2(G), respectively, denote the minimum cardinalities of sets with
properties P1 and P2, respectively. Then  1(G)6  2(G). If  1(G)= 2(G) and every  1(G)-set is
also a  2(G)-set, then we say  1(G) strongly equals  2(G), written  1(G) ≡  2(G). We provide
a constructive characterization of the trees T such that (T ) ≡ i(T ), where (T ) and i(T ) are the
domination and independent domination numbers, respectively. A constructive characterization
of the trees T for which (T ) = t(T ), where t(T ) denotes the total domination number of T ,
is also presented. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In a graph G=(V; E) the open neighborhood of a vertex v∈V is N (v)= {x∈V | vx∈
E}. The closed neighborhood is N [v] =N (v)∪{v}. The private neighbor set of a vertex
v in S is denoted by PN [v; S] =N [v]− N [S − {v}]. If PN [v; S] = ∅, then every vertex
of PN [v; S] is called a private neighbor of v with respect to S, or just an S-pn. A set
S ⊆V is a dominating set if every vertex in V is either in S or is adjacent to a vertex
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Fig. 1. p(T5k)= 4k.
in S, that is, V =
⋃
s∈S N [s]. The domination number (G) is the minimum cardinality
of a dominating set. A minimum dominating set of a graph G is called a (G)-set, or
simply a -set if the graph G is clear from the context. We use similar notation for
other domination parameters.
The independent domination number i(G) is the minimum cardinality of a maximally
independent set (equivalently, the minimum cardinality of an independent dominating
set). For total or open domination [2] a vertex v dominates just the open neighborhood
N (v) and not itself, and the total domination number t(G) is the minimum cardinality
of a total dominating set. A paired-dominating set S with matching M is a dominating
set S = {v1; v2; : : : ; v2t−1; v2t} with independent edge set M = {e1; e2; : : : ; et}, where each
edge ei joins two elements of S, that is, M is a perfect matching (not necessarily
induced) in the subgraph 〈S〉 induced by S. A set S is called a paired-dominating
set if it dominates V and 〈S〉 contains at least one perfect matching. If vjvk = ei∈M
we say that vj and vk are paired in S. The paired-domination number p(G) is the
minimum cardinality of a paired-dominating set S in G.
A leaf is a vertex of degree one. A support vertex is a vertex that is adjacent to a
leaf, while a strong support vertex is adjacent to at least two leaves. A double star
Sm;n is the tree obtained from two disjoint stars K1; m and K1; n with m and n leaves,
respectively, by adding an edge joining a central vertex from each star. For a detailed
discussion of domination and for notation not deFned here, see [3].
We observe that for any graph G; (G)6i(G); and for any graph G without isolated
vertices, (G)6t(G)6p(G) and p(G) is even.
For example, for the tree T5k in Fig. 1, the set {vi; xi | 16i6k} is a (T5k)-set and
an i(T5k)-set; the set {vi; wi; xi | 16i6k} is a t(T5k)-set; and every vi and xi will be
in every paired-dominating set S and each of these vertices is paired with a distinct
vertex in S. It follows that (T5k)= i(T5k)= 2k; t(T5k)= 3k, and p(T5k)= 4k.
It is shown in [5] that p(G)62(G) for any graph G. Our next theorem establishes
an interesting property of graphs achieving p(G)= 2(G).
Theorem 1 (Haynes and Slater [5]). If p(G)= 2(G), then every (G)-set is an
i(G)-set.
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Fig. 2. (Gj)≡ i(Gj)= 8j and t(Gj)≡ p(Gj)= 10j.
This motivates the deFnition of strong equality of parameters (see [3,4]). Note that,
in general, for a graph G with (G)= i(G), every i(G)-set is a (G)-set, but not
every (G)-set must be an i(G)-set. For example, the path P4 has four (P4)-sets,
only three of which are i(P4)-sets. On the other hand, (C5)= i(C5)= 2 and each
of the Fve (C5)-sets is also an i(C5)-set. We say that (G) and i(G) are strongly
equal for G, denoted (G)≡ i(G), if (G)= i(G) and every (G)-set is an i(G)-set. In
particular, (C5)≡ i(C5). Thus, for a graph G having p(G)= 2(G), Theorem 1 gives
that (G)≡ i(G). To see that the converse of Theorem 1 is not true, let Gj denote the
graph pictured in Fig. 2 on 22j vertices formed by connecting to each vertex on a path
P2j one vertex from each of two Fve-cycles. Clearly, every minimal dominating set
has two vertices from each cycle, and S = {u′1;1; u′1;3; u′′1;1; u′′1;3; : : : ; u′2j;1; u′2j;3; u′′2j;1; u′′2j;3}
shows (Gj)= i(Gj)= 8j. In fact, (Gj)≡ i(Gj), but p(Gj)= 10j with a p(Gj)-set
S =(
⋃2j
i=1{u′i;3; u′i;4; u′′i;3; u′′i;4})∪ (
⋃ j
k=1{u2k−1; u2k}).
We now generalize the concept of strong equality to other pairs of parameters 1(G)
and 2(G) satisfying 1(G)62(G). For example, the graph Gj in Fig. 2 achieves
strong equality between the parameters t(Gj) and p(Gj).
Formally, we deFne the concept of strong equality between two parameters as
follows.
Denition. Let P1 and P2 be properties of vertex subsets of a graph, and assume
that every subset of V (G) with property P2 also has property P1. Let  1(G) and
 2(G), respectively, denote the minimum cardinalities of sets with properties P1 and
P2, respectively. Then  1(G)6 2(G) and every  1(G)-set is also a  2(G)-set, then we
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say  1(G) strongly equals  2(G), written  1(G)≡  2(G). (Note that one could also
deFne strong equality for maximization properties such as 0 and .)
Proposition 2 (Haynes and Slater [5]). For the path Pn and cycle Cn,
(P3k) ≡ i(P3k) = (C3k) ≡ i(C3k) = k;
(P3k+2) ≡ i(P3k+2) = (C3k+2) ≡ i(C3k+2) = k + 1;
(P3k+1) ≡ i(P3k+1) = (C3k+1) = i(C3k+1) = k + 1; but
(P3k+1) ≡ i(P3k+1) and (C3k+1) ≡ i(C3k+1):
We have three aims in this paper: To provide a constructive characterization
of the trees T for which, Frst, (T )≡ i(T ), second, (T )≡ t(T ), and third, (T )≡
p(T ).
2. Trees T with (T)≡ i(T)
Our aim in this section is to give a constructive characterization for the trees T
having (T )≡ i(T ). For this purpose, we Frst prove two lemmas.
Lemma 3. Let w be a vertex of a tree Tw such that every leaf of Tw, except possibly
for w itself, is at distance two from w. Let Sw be the set of support vertices of Tw.
Let y be a vertex of a nontrivial tree Ty, and let T be obtained from Tw∪Ty by
adding the edge wy. Then (T )= (Ty) + |Sw|.
Proof. Since any (Ty)-set can be extended to a dominating set of T by adding the
vertices in Sw, we have (T )6t(Ty) + |Sw|. Hence, it suIces for us to show that
(T )¿(Ty) + |Sw|.
Let D be a (T )-set, and let Dy =D∩V (Ty) and Dw =D∩V (Tw). If a support vertex
of Tw is not in Dw, then Dw must contain all the leaves of that support vertex. Hence,
|Dw|¿|Sw|. Furthermore, if w∈Dw, then |Dw|¿|Sw|+ 1. If Dy is a dominating set of
Ty, then (Ty)6|Dy|= |D| − |Dw|6|D| − |Sw|= (T )− |Sw|. On the other hand, if Dy
is not a dominating set of Ty, then w∈D and w is the only vertex of D that dominates
y. But then Dy∪{y} is a dominating set of Ty, and so (Ty)6|Dy|+1= |D| − |Dw|+
16|D| − |Sw|= (T )− |Sw|. In any event, (T )¿(Ty) + |Sw|.
Lemma 4. Let Tw; Ty, and T be de>ned as in the statement of Lemma 3. Then
(T )≡ i(T ) if and only if (Ty)≡ i(Ty).
Proof. Suppose (T )≡ i(T ). Let Dy be a (Ty)-set. Then Dy∪Sw is a dominating
set of T of cardinality (Ty) + |Sw|. Hence, by Lemma 3, Dy∪Sw is a (T )-set and
therefore an i(T )-set. In particular, Dy is an independent dominating set of Ty, and
so |Dy|= (Ty)6i(Ty)6|Dy|. Hence, i(Ty)= |Dy| and Dy is an i(Ty)-set. Thus, every
(Ty)-set is an i(Ty)-set, i.e., (Ty)≡ i(Ty).
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Suppose (Ty)≡ i(Ty). Let D be a (T )-set, and let Dy =D∩V (Ty) and Dw =D∩
V (Tw). Suppose w∈D. Then |Dw|= |Sw| + 1 and |Dy|= |D| − |Dw|= |D| − |Sw| −
1= (T ) − |Sw| − 1= (Ty) − 1, by Lemma 3. Thus, Dy is not a dominating set of
Ty. Therefore, w must be the only vertex of D that dominates y. Hence, Dy does
not contain y or any neighbor of y in Ty. But then Dy∩{y′} is a dominating set
of Ty for any neighbor y′ of y in Ty. Since y is the only vertex of Ty not domi-
nated by Dy; Dy∪{y′} is a dominating set of Ty that is not independent. However,
|Dy∪{y′}|= (Ty). Thus, Dy∪{y′} is a (Ty)-set that is not an i(Ty)-set, contradict-
ing our assumption that (Ty)≡ i(Ty). Hence, w =∈D. Thus, |Dw|= |Sw| and Dy is a
dominating set of Ty of cardinality |D| − |Dw|= |D| − |Sw|= (T ) − |Sw|= (Ty), by
Lemma 3. Thus, Dy is a (Ty)-set and therefore an i(Ty)-set. In particular, Dy is an
independent set. Furthermore, since |Dw|= |Sw|; Dw is an independent set. Thus, D is
an independent set and therefore an i(T )-set. Hence, (T )≡ i(T ).
We are now in a position to provide a constructive characterization of the trees T
for which (T )≡ i(T ). For this purpose, we introduce the following operation:
Type-1 operation: Let w be a vertex of a tree Tw such that every leaf of Tw, except
possibly for w itself, is at distance two from w, and let y be a vertex of a nontrivial
tree Ty. Let T be obtained from Tw∪Ty by adding the edge wy.
We now deFne the family T1 as
T1 = {T |T = K1 or T is obtained from a nontrivial star by a Fnite sequence
of operations of type-1}:
Theorem 5. For any tree T; (T )≡ i(T ) if and only if T∈T1.
Proof. Suppose T∈T1. If T =K1 or if T is a nontrivial star, then (T )= i(T )= 1 and
(T )≡ i(T ). On the other hand, if T is constructed from a nontrivial star by a Fnite
sequence of at least one operation of type-1, then, since a nontrivial star has domination
number strongly equal to its independent domination number, repeated applications of
Lemma 4 show that (T )≡ i(T ).
To prove the converse, we proceed by induction on the order n of a tree T for which
(T )≡ i(T ). If T =K1 or T =K2, then T∈T1. If diam T =2, then T is a nontrivial star,
and so T∈T1. Since no trees T of diameter three satisfy (T )≡ i(T ), we may assume
that diam T¿4. We now root the tree at a leaf r of maximum eccentricity diam T . Let
w be the vertex at distance diam T − 2 from r on a longest path starting at r, and let
Tw be the subtree of T rooted at w. The set of support vertices in Tw can be extended
to a (T )-set. It follows that w cannot be adjacent to a leaf, for otherwise there would
exist a (T )-set that is not independent, contrary to our assumption that (T )≡ i(T ).
Hence every leaf of Tw, except possibly for w itself, is at distance two from w. Let y
denote the parent of w on T , and let Ty denote the component of T − wy containing
y. Since diam T¿4; Ty is a nontrivial tree. Thus, since (T )≡ i(T ), Lemma 4 implies
that (Ty)≡ i(Ty). Now since Ty is a tree of order less than n satisfying (Ty)≡ i(Ty),
we can apply the induction hypothesis to Ty to show that Ty∈T1. Hence, since T is
obtained from Ty be a type-1 operation, T∈T1.
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3. Trees T with (T)≡ t(T)
Our aim in this section is to give a constructive characterization for the trees T
having (T )≡ t(T ). First, we show that a tree T with (T )≡ t(T ) has a unique
(T )-set and hence a unique t(T )-set. As we will show in Fig. 4, there exist trees
T with (T )= t(T ) that do not have a unique (T )-set. We shall use the following
proposition from [1].
Proposition 6. For any tree T with order n¿3; (T − v)¿(T ) if and only if v is in
every (T )-set.
The following result provides a necessary condition for (G)≡ t(G) in a graph G.
Lemma 7. For any graph G, if (G)≡ t(G), then every vertex in any (G)-set S has
at least two private neighbors in V − S.
Proof. Let G be a graph with (G)≡ t(G), and consider a (G)-set S. Since (G)≡
t(G); S is also a t(G)-set implying that 〈S〉 has no isolates. Hence, each vertex in S
has a S-pn in V −S. Suppose v∈S and PN [v; S]∩(V −S)= {u}. Then, {u}∪(S−{v})
is a (G)-set that is not a t(G)-set, contradicting the fact that (G)≡ t(G). Hence,
every vertex in S has at least two private neighbors in V − S.
An immediate consequence of Lemma 7 now follows.
Corollary 8. If G is a graph of order n satisfying (G)≡ t(G), then (G)6n=3.
That the bound in Corollary 8 is sharp, may be seen by considering the tree T
obtained from a tree T ′ by attaching two paths of length one to each vertex of T ′. Since
V (T ′) is the unique (T )-set and the unique t(T )-set, (T )≡ t(T ) and (T )= n=3.
By Lemma 7, if T is a tree for which (T )≡ t(T ), then every vertex in a (T )-set
has degree at least three and every support vertex is in this (T )-set.
Fig. 3. A graph G with (G)≡ t(G) and with
no unique (G)-set.
Fig. 4. A tree T with (T )= t(T ) and with no unique
(T )-set.
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Theorem 9. If T is a tree satisfying (T )≡ t(T ), then T has a unique (T )-set and
hence a unique t(T )-set.
Proof. Let T be a tree satisfying (T )≡ t(T ) and let S be a (T )-set. Then S is a
t(T )-set. We show that for every vertex v∈S; (T − v)¿(T ). Suppose that v∈S and
(T − v)6(T ). If (T − v)¡(T ), then there exists a set S ′ such that S ′ dominates
T − v and |S ′|= (T )− 1. If u∈N (v)∪S ′, then S ′ dominates T contradicting the fact
that (T ) vertices are necessary to dominate T . Hence, no neighbor of v is in S ′ and
S ′∪{v} is a (T )-set, but not a t(T )-set, contradicting the fact that (T )≡ t(T ).
Hence, we may assume that (T − v)= (T ). By Lemma 7, we know that v has at
least two private neighbors in V − S. Obviously, if v is a strong support vertex, then
(T −v)¿(T ). So we may assume that v is adjacent to at most one leaf. First assume
that u∈N (v) is a leaf and consider T − v. Since (T − v)= (T ), there exists a set S ′
such that S ′ dominates T − v; u∈S ′, and |S ′|= (T ). But then S ′ dominates T and u
is an isolate in 〈S ′〉, contradicting the fact that every (T )-set is a t(T )-set.
Thus, we may assume that every private neighbor of v has degree at least two, and
hence every neighbor of v has degree at least two. Let N (v)= {v1; v2; : : : ; vk ; vk+1; : : : ; vl}
and assume that, for 16i6k; vi, is a S-pn of v. Let Ti be the subtree rooted at
vi; 16i6l, in T − v, and let Si = S∩V (Ti). Let S ′ be a (T − v)-set and let S ′i = S ′∩
V (Ti). If for any i; |S ′i |¡|Si|, then (S − Si)∪S ′i is a dominating set of T with car-
dinality less than (T ), a contradiction. Thus, |S ′i |¿|Si|. Note that Si dominates Ti
for k+16i6l, so we may assume that S ′i = Si for these subtrees. Furthermore, since∑l
i=1 |Si|= (T ) − 1 and
∑l
i=1 |S ′i |= (T ), it follows that for exactly one Si, say
S1; |S ′1|= |S1| + 1 and for all i =1, we have |S ′i |= |Si|. Note that S ′i dominates the
vertex vi, for 16i6 k, that is, the private neighbors of v with respect to S are dom-
inated by S ′. Now S ′′=(S ′ − S ′1)∪S1∪{v} is a (T )-set such that v has at most
one S ′′-pn (the vertex v1), contradicting Lemma 7. Hence, it must be the case that
(T − v)¿(T ) for every v∈S. Thus, v must be in every (T )-set implying that S is
a unique (T )-set and hence a unique t(T )-set.
We note that both the fact that T is a tree and the condition of strong equality
between (T ) and t(T ) are necessary conditions for Theorem 9. For example, the
graph G in Fig. 3 has (G)≡ t(G)= 3 but does not have a unique (G)-set (the
t(G)-sets are given by {u; v; x} and {u; v; y}); and the tree T in Fig. 4 satisFes
(T )= t(T )= 5 (although (T ) ≡ t(T )), but has no unique (T )-set (the t(T )-sets
include {u1; u2; u5; u6; u7} and {u1; u2; u3; u6; u7}).
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 9, we have the following result:
Corollary 10. A tree T has (T )≡ t(T ) if and only if T has a unique (T )-set S
such that 〈S〉 has no isolates.
A constructive characterization of the family of trees T having (T )≡ t(T ) can be
obtained. For this purpose, we deFne a family T2 of trees to consist of all trees T
that can be obtained from a sequence T1; T2; : : : ; Tk (k¿1) of trees such that T1 is the
doublestar S2;2; T =Tk , and, if k¿2; Ti+1 can be obtained recursively from Ti by one
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of the following operations: Let S1 be the centre of T1 and let O1 = ∅. In general, Si
will be the unique t(Ti)-set.
Type-2 operation: Add a leaf ‘ adjacent to any vertex in Si; let Si+1 = Si and let
Oi+1 =Oi∪{‘}.
Type-3 operation: Add a P3 with an edge from its centre vertex u to any vertex in
Si; let Si+1 = Si∪{u} and let Oi+1 =Oi.
Type-4 operation: Add a double star S2;2 with centre vertices u and v by joining
one of its leaves to any vertex in V (Ti)− Si; let Si+1 = Si∪{u; v} and let Oi+1 =Oi.
Type-5 operation: Add a double star S2;3 with centre vertices u and v, where
deg(v)= 4, by joining any leaf ‘ in N (v) to any vertex of Ti; let Si+1 = Si∪{u; v}
and let Oi+1 =Oi∪{‘}.
Type-6 operation: If Oi = ∅, add a double star S2;2 with centre vertices u and v by
joining v to any vertex of Oi in Ti; let Si+1 = Si∪{u; v} and let Oi+1 =Oi.
Theorem 11. For any tree T, (T )≡ t(T ) if and only if T∈T2.
Proof. Suppose T∈T2. Then there is a sequence of trees T1; T2; : : : ; Tk (k¿1) of trees
such that S2;2 =T1; T =Tk , and, if k¿2; Ti+1 can be obtained recursively from Ti by
an operation of type-2, -3, -4, -5, or -6. From the way in which T is constructed, the
set Sk is a unique (T )-set and 〈Sk〉 has no isolates. From Corollary 10, we have that
(T )≡ t(T ).
To prove the converse, we proceed by induction on the order n of T for which
(T )≡ t(T ). Necessarily, n¿6 since no tree T of order less than 6 has (T )≡ t(T ).
Suppose n=6. Then (T )63. If (T )= 3, then T is the corona of a path P3; that is, T
is obtained from P3 by attaching a path of length one to each vertex of P3 so that the
resulting paths are vertex disjoint. But then (T ) ≡ t(T ). Hence, 2¿(T )= t(T )¿2.
Consequently, (T )= 2 and T = S2;2. Thus if n=6, then T∈T2. Let n¿7 and assume
that any tree T ′ of order n′¡n that satisFes (T ′)≡ t(T ′) belongs to T2. Let T be a
tree of order n with (T )≡ t(T ).
From Theorem 9, we know that T has a unique (T )-set S (which is also the
unique t(T )-set) and Lemma 7 indicates that every support vertex is in S. Suppose
some vertex of S is adjacent to three or more leaves. Then the tree T ′ formed by
removing one of these leaves has order n′¡n and has a unique (T ′)-set, namely S.
Furthermore, S is also a total dominating set of T ′, and so (T ′)≡ t(T ′). Applying
our inductive hypothesis to T ′, we have that T ′∈T2. Moreover, T can be obtained
from T ′ by a type-2 operation. Hence, T∈T2. Thus, we may assume that every vertex
of S is adjacent to at most two leaves.
We now root T at a vertex u∈S and let y be a vertex in S such that the distance
from u to y in T is maximized. Since S is a t(T )-set, there must be a neighbor, w
say, of y in S. By our choice of y; w is the parent of y in the rooted tree T . By
Lemma 7, each of y and w has at least two private neighbors in V (T ) − S. By our
choice of y; y is a strong support vertex and is therefore adjacent to two leaves. If
every child of w is a support vertex, then, since every support vertex is in S; w would
have at most one private neighbor in V (T )− S, a contradiction. Hence, w is adjacent
to at least one leaf. Let z denote the parent of w.
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Suppose w has a neighbor, diKerent from y, that belongs to S. Let T ′ be obtained
from T by removing y and its two leaves. Then S − {y} is a total dominating set of
T ′, and so t(T ′)6|S| − 1. Let S ′ be a t(T ′)-set. Since w is adjacent to a leaf, w
must belong to S ′. But then S ′∪{y} is a total dominating set of T , and so t(T ) −
1= |S|−1¿t(T ′)= |S ′|¿t(T )−1. In particular, this implies that S ′∪{y} is a t(T )-
set. However, S is the unique t(T )-set, and so S ′= S−{y}. Thus, S−{y} is the unique
t(T ′)-set. A similar argument shows that S−{y} is the unique (T ′)-set. Hence, T ′ is
a tree of order less than n satisfying (T ′)≡ t(T ′). Applying our inductive hypothesis
to T ′, we have that T ′∈T2. However, T can be obtained from T ′ by a type-3 operation.
Hence, T∈T2.
We may assume that y is the only neighbor of w in S, for otherwise T∈T2. This
implies that every neighbor of w diKerent from y and z must be a leaf. Suppose w
is a strong support vertex. Then w is adjacent to two leaves and to y and z. Thus,
the subtree of T rooted at w is a double star S2;2. Suppose z has degree two. Let
T ′=T − N [y] − N [w]. Then S − {w; y} is a total dominating set of T ′. Let S ′ be a
t(T ′)-set. Then S ′∪{w; y} is a total dominating set of T , and so t(T ) − 2= |S| −
2¿t(T ′)= |S ′|¿t(T ) − 2. In particular, this implies that S ′∪{w; y} is a t(T )-set.
However, S is the unique t(T )-set, and so S ′= S − {w; y}. Thus, S − {w; y} is the
unique t(T ′)-set. A similar argument shows that S − {w; y} is the unique (T ′)-
set. Hence, T ′ is a tree of order less than n satisfying (T ′)≡ t(T ′). Applying our
inductive hypothesis to T ′, we have that T ′∈T2. However, T can be obtained from
T ′ by a type-5 operation. Hence, T∈T2. Thus, we may assume that z has degree at
least three. Then the subtree of T rooted at every child of z is a double star S2;2.
Let T ′=T − N [y] − (N [w] − {z}). Then, as before, we can show that S − {w; y}
is the unique t(T ′)-set and the unique (T ′)-set. Hence, T ′ is a tree of order less
than n satisfying (T ′)≡ t(T ′). Applying our inductive hypothesis to T ′, we have that
T ′∈T2. Furthermore, every vertex of S − {w; y} has at least two private neighbors
other than z. Hence, T ′ can be obtained from a sequence T1; T2; : : : ; Tk (k¿2) of trees
such that T1 = S2;2; T =Tk ; Ti+1 can be obtained recursively from Ti by one of the Fve
operations, Sk = S − {w; y}, and z∈Ok . Thus, T can be obtained from T ′ by a type-6
operation. Hence, T∈T2.
We may assume that w is not a strong support vertex, for otherwise T∈T2. Thus, w
has degree three and is adjacent to a leaf ‘ and to y and z. Hence, ‘ and z are the two
private neighbors of w with respect to S. In particular, no other neighbor of z is in S.
Since no leaf is in S and every support vertex is in S, our choice of y implies that
deg(z)= 2. By a similar argument as before, T ′=T − N [y]− N [w] is a tree of order
less than n satisfying (T ′)≡ t(T ′). Applying our inductive hypothesis to T ′, we have that
T ′∈T2. However, T can be obtained from T ′ by a type-4 operation. Hence, T∈T2.
4. Trees T with (T)≡ p(T)
Our aim in this section is to give a constructive characterization for the trees T
having (T )≡ p(T ). The path P4 is the smallest example of a tree T satisfying
(T )= p(T ) and (T ) ≡ p(T ). We begin with the following observation:
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Observation 12. If G is a graph satisfying (G)≡ p(G), then (G)≡ t(G)≡ p(G).
It follows from Observation 12 and Theorem 9 that if T is a tree satisfying (T )≡
p(T ), then T has a unique (T )-set which is also the unique t(T )-set and p(T )-set.
Hence, a constructive characterization of the family of trees T having (T )≡ p(T )
can be obtained in a similar way to that obtained for the family of trees T hav-
ing (T )≡ t(T ) as constructed in the previous section. More precisely, we deFne a
family T3 of trees to consist of all trees T that can be obtained from a sequence
T1; T2; : : : ; Tk (k¿1) of trees such that T1 = S2;2; T =Tk , and, if k¿2; Ti+1 can be
obtained recursively from Ti by an operation of type-2, -4, -5, or -7, where a type-7
operation is deFned as follows:
Type-7 operation: Add a double star S2;2 with centre vertices u and v by joining v
to any vertex of Si∪Oi in Ti; let Si+1 = Si∪{u; v} and let Oi+1 =Oi.
Using a similar proof to that of Theorem 11, we can show that:
Theorem 13. For any tree T, (T )≡ p(T ) if and only if T∈T3.
5. Observations
We close with a few observations. By Observation 12 and Theorem 13, it follows that
T3⊆T2. Hence, each tree T that belongs to the familyT3 satisFes (T )≡ t(T )≡ p(T ).
On the other hand, there do exist trees that belong to T2 but not to T3. For example,
if T is the tree obtained from k¿3 disjoint copies of P3 by joining a central vertex
of one P3 to the central vertices of the remaining graphs P3, then T∈T2 −T3. Each
tree that belongs to the family T2 −T3 satisFes (T )≡ t(T )¡p(T ).
If T is a tree T satisfying (T )= t(T )≡ p(T ), then, by Observation 12, we must
have (T )≡ t(T )≡ p(T ). Furthermore, if T is a tree satisfying (T )≡ t(T )= p(T ),
then, by Theorem 9, T has a unique (T )-set and hence a unique t(T )-set and a
unique p(T )-set. Therefore, once again (T )≡ t(T )≡ p(T ).
From each tree T of order n, we can construct a tree T ∗ as follows: Replace each
vertex v of T by a star on deg v + 1 leaves and replace each edge uv in T with
an edge joining a leaf from the star corresponding to u with a leaf from the star
corresponding to u. Every t(T ∗)-set consists of the centre vertex from each star and
a leaf from each star. Hence every t(T ∗)-set is also a p(T ∗)-set. However, T ∗ has a
unique (T ∗)-set, namely the set consisting of the centre vertex from each star. Hence,
(T ∗)= n¡t(T ∗)≡ p(T ∗)= 2n. Note that T ∗ has neither a unique t(T ∗)-set nor a
unique p(T ∗)-set.
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